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Abstract ─  An improved MM-PO-UV hybrid 
method is developed to calculate the bistatic 
scattering from the two-dimensional (2-D) 
composite model of an electrically large ship 
(ELS) on a one-dimensional (1-D) rough sea 
surface at a low grazing angle (LGA). The 
subdivision of the MM and PO region is 
performed flexibly according to the physical 
considerations. The MM region contains not only 
the ship but also a small portion of the neighboring 
sea region where the surface currents need to be 
modeled accurately. An iterative solution 
BiCGSTAB is adopted to solve the final matrix 
equation of a large dimension caused by the ELS. 
Then, a UV matrix decomposition technique is 
applied as the fast algorithm to accelerate the 
matrix-vector productions and the matrix elements 
filling in. The improved method makes it possible 
for the Monte-Carlo simulation of large-scale 
complex target/rough surface problems under an 
LGA. The accuracy is validated in comparison 
with the traditional MOM method. 
 
 Index Terms ─ LGA, MM-PO hybrid method, 
target/rough surface scattering, UV. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Electromagnetic scattering from the composite 

model of a ship on a rough surface is of practical 
importance to long-range radar surveillance, 
oceanic remote sensing, and target tracking [1-4]. 
The low grazing angle (LGA) scattering from the 
rough surface without a target has been widely 
studied [5], but the study of target/rough surface 
scattering under an LGA is much more difficult, 
because the analysis of these problems is 
complicated by the many possible interactions 
between the target and the surface, especially 
when the target is of arbitrary shape and large 
electrical size. Some numerical methods based on 
method of moments have been developed for 
target/rough surface scattering, e.g., the forward 
backward method (FBM) [3] and finite element 
method (FEM) [6]. But the application of the 
traditional MOM method is restricted when the 
target and the sea surface are both of large electric 
scale and is further limited for the LGA incidence. 
Monte Carlo simulation for scattering from an 
electrically large ship (ELS) on a rough sea 
surface under a LGA incidence becomes 
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impractical because of an extremely large memory requirement and long computation time. For such
large-scale target/ rough surface problems, an 
efficient method is needed. In our previous 
studies, a hybrid method MM-PO-UV was 
introduced to compute the scattering from a target 
above a sea surface [7].  

For ELS on the surface under an LGA, two 
improvements have been made to this MM-PO-
UV hybrid method in this paper. Firstly, the 
subdivision of the MM and PO region is 
performed flexibly according to the physical 
considerations. The MM region contains the ship 
and a small portion of the neighboring sea surface 
on the illuminated side where the surface currents 
need to be modeled accurately in the simulation. 
Secondly, an iterative solution is applied to solve 
the large matrix equation caused by the ELS, 
which is difficult to be solved by direct inversion. 
To further improve the efficiency, a UV fast 
algorithm is applied to accelerate the computation 
during per iterative step. With the two 
improvements, the method proposed is ideally 
suited for application to LGA scattering from an 
arbitrarily shaped target of large electric size on 
the sea surface.  

The remainder of the paper is organized as 
follows. In section 2, the solution of the improved 
method is proposed. Then Monte Carlo 
simulations for bistatic scattering from the 
composite model of an ELS on a Pierson-
Morkowitz rough sea surface at an LGA incidence 
are demonstrated and discussed in section 3. The 
results are validated in comparison with the 
traditional MOM method. Finally, the conclusion 
is given in section 4. 

 
II. SOLUTION OF THE IMPROVED 

METHOD 
As shown in Fig. 1, a ship is located on the sea 

surface of length L . Some geometrical parameters 
will be given later in the computation. For 
simplicity in explaining the algorithm, the ship and 
the sea surfaces are assumed to be perfectly 
conducting and they are illuminated from the left 
by a TE polarized (with electric field ŷ  

indirection) tapered wave ( )iE r
 

 with a tapering 
parameter g incident along the direction

ˆ ˆ( sin cos )i ik k x z  


, where i is the LGA. 

 
Fig. 1. The model of a ship on rough sea surface. 

 
Within the traditional MM-PO framework, the 

surface of the scattering model is split into a MM 
region and a PO region. In our previous research, 
only the target above the surface is treated as the 
MM region. For a ship on the rough sea surface, 
the first improvement made to the hybrid method 
is to assign the two regions flexibly according to 
the physical considerations. In this model, the ship 
target has remarkable induction interaction with 
the neighboring sea surface on the illuminated 
side. So the MM region contains not only the ship 
but also a small portion of the neighboring sea 
surface where the currents need to be modeled 
accurately in the simulation. The length of the sea 
surface in the MM region is an adjustable 
parameter and set comparable to the height of the 
ship. This length chosen takes into account all the 
induction interaction and it won’t bring too much 
computation. The remaining sea surface is 
considered as the PO region because the re-
radiation interaction with the ship is significant in 
this region, whereas the induction is obvious in the 
neighboring sea surface. Since a very large sea 
surface must be included to allow an LGA 
incidence, the number of current unknowns in the 
MM region is typically far smaller than the total 
number of surface current unknowns. 

After the subdivision of the MM and PO 
region is performed, it is possible to follow the 
similar process in our previous research [7]. Thus, 
the final matrix equation obtained by constraining 
the boundary condition in the MM region can be 
written as: 

, , ,( ) ,MM MM MM PO PO MM MM MMZ Z M I V     (1) 
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where ,MM MMZ  is the self-impedance matrix of 

the MM region. ,MM POZ  is the mutual impedance 
matrix between the currents in the MM region and 

the PO region. ,PO MMM is called the magnetic-
reaction matrix [8] indicating the excitation from 
the currents in the MM region to the PO region. 

The dimension of matrices ,MM MMZ , ,MM POZ  and 

,PO MMM  are, MM MMN N , MM PON N , and 

PO MMN N , respectively.  

For an ELS, MMN  becomes large while PON  

is much larger than MMN  under an LGA 
incidence. In our former studies [7], the MM-PO-
UV method was demonstrated only for an object 
of moderate size above a rough surface, so the 
final matrix equation could be solved directly and 
the UV matrix decomposition technique is mainly 
combined for the fast filling-in of the matrix 
elements. When an ELS is presented in this paper, 
the MM region results in a final matrix equation of 
large size, which is difficult to be solved by the 
direct solution. The second improvement in our 
study is to apply a proper iterative solution to 
solve the large matrix equation. The   well-known 
BiCGSTAB (ell) [9] is chosen as the iterative 
solver. Thus, the bottleneck is the calculation of 
the product of the matrix and a column vector. 
Then, the UV matrix decomposition techniques 
could be further combined in the iterative steps. 

During per iterative step of the solution, two 

matrix-vector multiplications ,MM MM MMZ I and 

, ,MM PO PO MM MMZ M I   should be calculated. To 
accelerate the computation of the matrix-vector 

products, the matrices ,MM MMZ , ,MM POZ , and 

,PO MMM  are considered and replaced by a set of 
self, near and far interaction sub-matrices in a 
multilevel way. The multilevel scheme is exactly 
similar to that proposed for the three-dimensional 
(3-D) problems in [10].  Each considered matrix is 
divided into a series of sub-matrix blocks 
according to the interaction distances. Generally, 
the rank of the sub-matrix is dependent on the 
distance between two interaction regions. 
Therefore, those far interaction sub-matrices with 
a low rank could be compressed by the UV matrix 

decomposition technique [11] based on low-rank 
criterion and interpolation technology. 

According to the UV matrix decomposition 
algorithm, the given far interaction sub-matrix 
with low rank r  could be approximated by the 
product of a U and V matrix,  

,m n m r r nz U V    
where min( , )r m n . The matrix 
decomposition is achieved by sampling a small 
number of rows and columns within the original 
sub matrix. Therefore, the computational 
complexity drops from ( )o m n  to 

( ( ))o r m n   for both the memory requirements 
and the CPU time consumed in matrix vector 
multiplication. 

 The detailed multilevel UV method for the 1-
D rough surface scattering had been discussed in 
[11]. The detailed multilevel UV method for the 3-
D problems had been discussed in [10]. In this 
paper, the multilevel UV method is transformed 
and applied for 2-D problems.  According to the 
multilevel scheme, the interaction of the matrices 

,MM POZ  and ,PO MMM  is distinguished as either 
near interaction or far interaction. Because a large 
portion of the sea surface is far away from the MM 
region, most blocks represent the far interaction 
between the two regions. Only a small portion of 
the sea surface in the PO region is near the MM 
region, so the two interaction matrices have a very 
high compressing ratio by using the multi-level 
UV method.  
 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
Numerical results are presented and discussed 

in this section to demonstrate the accuracy and 
efficiency of this improved method. The validity 
of the improved method is proved firstly. Then, 
the method is applied to obtain the LGA scattering 
from ELS on the sea surface. The results of the 
large ship case are compared with a smaller one. 
For all the results, the Pierson-Morkowitz rough 
sea surface is driven by the wind with a given 
speed 5U m s . 

To validate the improved MM-PO-UV hybrid 
method, simulation results for the composite 
model under an LGA 80o

i   are illustrated and 
compared with the traditional MOM method. In 
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this validation, the geometrical size of the 
model is chosen exactly the same as presented 
in [6]. The surface length is 409.6L  (   is 
the wavelength, 1 m   ) and the tapered wave 
takes / 6 68.2g L   . As described in Fig. 1, 
the electrical size of the ship has 9a  ,

5 , b   4c  , 6d  , and 100   . The ship 
geometry is about 15  high and the deck is 

  wide. The contour of the ship above the sea 
water has a length of 44.95 . Considering the 
height of the ship, a length of   of the sea 
surface to the left of the ship is considered as the 
MM region in the improved method.  

Figure 2 gives the magnitude of the currents as 
a function of the length along the contour of the 
ship from the illuminated side (left side) to the 
dark side (right side). It is observed that the results 
of the improved MM-PO-UV hybrid method (the 
dotted line) and the MOM method (the solid line) 
are in excellent agreement with each other. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Comparison of currents on the ship 
between the improved method and the MOM 
method . 
 

Figure 3 shows the bistatic scattering results 
over 50 Monte Carlo realizations of the three 
methods: MM-PO-UV hybrid method (the dashed 
line), the improved method (the dotted line), and 
the MOM method (the solid line). It can be seen 
that the results of the improved method agree with 
the MOM method better than the hybrid method 
without improvements. 

 
Fig. 3. Comparison of bistatic scattering for three 
methods. 

 
 For comparison, the main memory 

requirements and the computational time of the 
three methods in Fig. 3 are given in Table 1. It 
could be concluded that the improved method has 
better accuracy when its requirements for the 
computational resources remain almost the same 
as the hybrid method. 

 
Table 1: Memory requirements and relative 
computational time  
Method Unknown

s 
Memory(MB

) 
Time(s

) 
MOM 3804 197 690 
Improve
d 

745 44 42 

Hybrid 620 42 29 
 

The composite model scattering feature has 
positive correlation with the shape characteristic of 
the ship and the distribution of the sea surface. As 
shown in Fig. 1, the ship’s hull forms a large  80o

corner reflector with respect to the flat sea surface. 
The deck house on top of the ship makes a  100o

corner reflector with the sea surface. Considering 
the incident angle from the left, strong interactions 
exist between the near-specular directions of the 
corner reflectors. It is of interest to see how the 
coupling interactions contribute to the scattering. 

The specular reflection of the corner reflectors 
formed by the ship and the sea is illustrated in Fig. 
4. Figure 4(a) indicates the backscattering path, 
which involves two reflections from the sea 
surface and one bounce from the ship’s hull. 
Figure 4 (b) shows the backward scattering in the 
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direction 60o
s    contributed by two different 

paths. Both the two paths involve a reflection from 
the sea surface and a bounce from the ship. 

 
Fig. 4. Specular reflection of the corner reflectors 
between the ship and the sea surface. 
 

Compared with the corner reflectors formed 
by the sea surface, the deckhouse also forms a 
100o  corner reflector with the deck itself, which is 
much smaller. The physics of scattering waves 
interpreted in Fig. 5 (a) indicates that the return 
wave contributes to the direction 60o

s   . In 
Fig. 5 (b), the incidence is reflected by the 
deckhouse directly because its direction is normal 
to the left of the deckhouse on the top. 

Due to the specular and diffuse reflection, it is 
expected that the corner reflectors will give rise to 
a very high RCS in the near-specular directions 
over a wide degrees range. As expected, the RCS 
in Fig. 3 is greatly enhanced over a broad range of 
scattering degrees   ( [ 85 , 55 ]     ) due 
to the strong interactions between the ship and the 
sea. The forward near-specular scattering is also 
strong over the degree range   (

[75 ,85 ]    ). The improved hybrid method 
matches well with the traditional MOM method 
over the range  and  , which is of great 
interest in the practical engineering problems. The 
peak at forward direction and the backward peaks 
match exactly well with the traditional MOM 

method because the PO approximation shows 
more accuracy in this near-specular directions. 

 
Fig. 5. Specular reflection by the ship itself. 

 
Under the LGA incidence, selection of g  and 

L  should be large enough to ensure the 
convergence. However, a much longer surface 
results in a huge number of current unknowns, 
which makes the computation impractical. 
Previously, no numerical results have been 
reported involving a rough sea surface much larger 
than 409.6L   applied in this composite 
model. In this paper, a much larger g  and L  is 
selected to make sure the ratio of the illuminated 
intensity on the target to the tapered wave peak 
can reach to 0.94 [13]. The tapered wave control 
parameter is chosen as follows: 

      4( cos tan ).i ig r h                (2) 
For the composite model in our study, r  is the 

maximum radius of the ship circled by the dotted 
line in Fig. 6 , h  corresponds to the height of the 
circle center. i  is the incidence angle. We have 

11r  , 7.5h   computed in this case, and a 
423.7g   is calculated according to Eq. (2) .   

Figure 7 compares the scattering from the 
composite model with different g and L  but with 
the same other parameters given in the validation.  
(1) 68.2g  ; 409.6L  ;  
(2) 423.7g  ; 4 1694L g   ;  
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(3) 423.7g  ; 6 2542L g   .  
 

 
Fig. 6. Sufficient illumination by the tapered wave 
under an LGA. 
 

 

Fig. 7. Bistatic scattering of the same ship with 
different g and L .  

 
It can be seen that the scattering results for the 

small 68.2g  , 409.6L   is not convergent 
in Fig. 7. That’s because when under an LGA 
incidence, not only the sea region interacting with 
the ship is greatly enlarged, but also the primary 
scattering of the ship in the forward direction 
reaches a much farther area of the sea surface. 
Obviously, the composite model is not fully 
illuminated by the incident tapered wave with 

68.2g  . But it is observed that when g  is 
chosen large enough to ensure the illumination, 
then a surface length of 4L g  is sufficient for 
the simulation. 

In the following, this proposed method in our 
study is applied to a large ship case calculating the 
LGA scattering from ELS on a sea. The numerical 
results are compared with a smaller ship case. The 
smaller ship case has parameters: 

9 , 5 , 4 , 6a b c d       ; 423.7g  ,
4 1694L g   .  

 
The large ship case has parameters: 

36a  , 20b  , 16c  , 24d  ;
1694g  , 4 6779L g   . 
The large ship is about 60  high and the deck 

is   wide. The contour of the ship above the 
sea water has a length of 179.8 . The MOM 
region contains the ship and a small portion of the 
nearby sea surface with a length of 60 . A 
sampling of 10 points per wavelength will result in 
1798 ship surface current unknowns and a total of 
67790 rough surface current unknowns. The large 
number of unknowns would be prohibitive for 
standard approaches to the MOM, especially if a 
three-dimensional problem must be considered. 
Applying the improved MM-PO-UV hybrid 
method, the final matrix equation is of size 2398, 
which is far smaller than the unknowns used in the 
MOM method but still difficult to be solved 
directly. This proposed method makes it possible 
for the simulation of scattering from an electrically 
large ship on an extremely large-scale sea surface.  

Comparison is made between the smaller ship 
case and the large ship case in Fig. 8. It is shown 
that the RCS is strong over a range of near-
specular degrees   ( [ 85 , 55 ]     ) for 
both cases. But the strong RCS results split for the 
smaller ship case in the scattering angles 

80s     and 60s     where the RCS reach 
sharp peaks for the large ship case. To explain this 
phenomenon, the total scattering from the 
composite model can be decomposed into two 
scattering terms: 1) the ship term refers to the 
scattering contributed by the radiation of currents 
on the ship; 2) the sea term means the scattering 
contributed by the radiation of currents on the sea 
surface.  
    Figure 9 compares the two decomposed 
scattering terms of the smaller ship case. It is 
noticed obviously that the sea term is stronger than 
the ship term over   ( [ 85 , 55 ]     ), 
which is the near-specular directions. The 
backward scattering over   is dominated by the 
sea term due to the re-radiation interaction from 
the ship. 
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    Compared with the smaller ship case in Fig. 9, 
each scattering term in Fig. 10 for the large ship 
case is greatly enhanced over the range  . 
That’s because as the electrical size of the ship is 
increased, the sea regions interacting with the ship 
become larger. Thus, the coupling interaction 
between the large ship and a wider area of the sea 
surface is apparently stronger than the smaller ship 
case, which gives rise to higher RCS in the near-
specular directions. As a result of the large size, 
the ship term is greatly intensified and it has a very 
close value to the sea term in the backscattering. 
 

 

Fig. 8. Comparison of bistatic scattering between a 
large ship case and a smaller ship case. 

 
Fig. 9. Scattering terms of the smaller ship case. 

 
    To explain the two backward splits of the small 
ship case, the phase of the scattered field 
contributed by each scattering term is extracted, 
respectively. Taking the split in 80s     as an 

example, the phase of the ship term is 60   and 

the sea term is 90.1 . There’s a phase difference 
of about 150.1    between the two scattering 
terms. Although each scattering term reaches a 
high value in the backscattering angle 80s     
respectively, the total scattering is reduced due to 
the nearly opposite phase of the two scattering 
terms. The phase difference could reduce the 
scattering but it will also enhance the total 
scattering results. Different to the smaller ship 
case, the RCS of the large ship case in the 
backscattering is greatly strengthened, because of 
the nearly same phase.  

 

 
Fig. 10. Scattering terms of the large ship case. 
       

Furthermore, energy conservation by 
integrating bistatic scattering over the upper half 
space is given in [11]: 

 2

2

( ).s sP d


   


                                (3) 

In our simulations, the value calculated is 
close to the unity. The accuracy of the algorithm 
for the energy conservation is validated. 

 
IV. CONCLUSION 

With the improvements made to the hybrid 
method, its scope of application is enhanced for 
complex large-scale problems such as an 
arbitrarily shaped ship target of large electrical 
scale on the surface under an LGA. In this study, 
the subdivision of the MM and PO region is 
performed flexibly according to the physical 
considerations. An iterative solution combining 
the UV decomposition method is applied to solve 
the large matrix equation. The accuracy of the 
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proposed method was validated by the comparison 
made with the MOM method. As the large number 
of unknowns would be prohibitive for standard 
approaches to the MOM, the efficient hybrid 
method makes it possible for large-scale complex 
problems, and the large number of simulations can 
be handled in a reasonable amount of time. 
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